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Lossy compression can produce false information, such as blockiness, noise, ringing, ghosting, aliasing, and blurring. This paper
provides a comprehensive model for optical remote sensing image characteristics based on the block standard deviation’s retention rate (BSV). We ﬁrst propose a compression evaluation method, CR_CI, that combines neural network prediction and
remote sensing image quality ﬁdelity. Through the compression evaluation and improved experimental veriﬁcation of multiple
satellites (CBERS-02B satellite, ZY-1-02C satellite, CBERS-04 satellite, GF-1, GF-2, etc.), CR_CI can be stable, cleverly test changes
in the information extraction performance of optical remote sensing images, and provide strong support for optimizing the design
of compression schemes. In addition, a predictor of remote sensing image number compression is constructed based on deep
neural networks, which combines compression eﬃciency (compression ratio), image quality, and protection. Empirical results
demonstrate the image’s highest compression eﬃciency under the premise of satisfying visual interpretation and
quantitative application.

1. Introduction
With the continuous development of high-resolution
remote sensing satellites, the data volume for satellite
storage and transmission is exploding, bringing tremendous pressure to the real-time transmission systems.
At present, lossy compression technology is primarily
used in high-resolution remote sensing satellite transmission systems [1]. The method will produce false information, such as blocking eﬀect, noise, ringing, ghost
image, sawtooth, and blurring. SPIHT and JPEG2000
embedded coding are generally used in China, losing the
high-frequency information (texture details) when the
compression quality is very low [2]. The increase of the
compression ratio will damage high-frequency information and lose some low-frequency information, seriously
aﬀecting image information extraction.

The information extraction performance of remote
sensing images can reﬂect the whole imaging link’s ability
to obtain surface feature information, critical for visual
interpretation and quantitative applications. In existing
general compression assessment methods, the compression quality is evaluated using such indexes as peak signalto-noise ratio (PSNR) and root-mean-square error
(RMSE) according to the diﬀerence of image statistics [3].
PSNR and RMSE cannot accord with image quality and
ﬁdelity’s perception characteristics or accurately reﬂect
image information extraction performance degradation.
They are global parameters that do not consider the
scene’s target feature and location information. They only
calculate the correlation between pixels. In recent years,
signiﬁcant progress has been made in image compression
quality evaluation. Sakuldee et al. [3] proposed the spacefrequency domain measurement (SFM) method. Charrier
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et al. [4] proposed the minimum likelihood diﬀerence
scale (MLDS) method. Bailey et al. [5] proposed the
measurement method of compression blocking eﬀect
strength, and Seghir and Hachouf [6] proposed the
measurement method of information deformation and
displacement in the marginal area. The above compression assessment methods also have shortcomings, such as
complexity, low stability, and sensibility. They consider
the generality of images but ignore the characteristics of
remote sensing images.
NIIRS (National Imagery Interpretability Rating Scale) is
a classical standard for evaluating image information extraction performance, which can evaluate the inﬂuence of
each imaging link on the image information extraction
performance. It is mainly implemented in two ways: one is
the visual assessment by trained image analysts; the other is
the automatic assessment by forecasting NIIRS rating with
image quality model (IQM) [4, 5]. The limitation of the
NIIRS-based method is that the compression is insensitive to
the image information extraction performance because the
design purpose of NIIRS is visual interpretation (target
identiﬁcation), which is concerned about image quality
rather than image ﬁdelity [7]. Image ﬁdelity contains more
metrics of texture detail than image quality. BSV can represent the texture details of the image; that is, it can solve the
problem of texture sensitivity and make up for the deﬁciency
of NIIRS [6, 8].
This paper further proposes a comprehensive retention
rate calculation method for two factors (BSV and NIIRS) and
achieves the compression quality evaluation combining
remote sensing image quality and ﬁdelity. Through empirical results, we demonstrate the signiﬁcant performance
improvements of our model.

2. Calculation Method of CR_CI
2.1. BSV Retention Rate. Blocking standard variance (BSV)
can acutely reﬂect the image texture detail, the slight surface
feature shape, and the slight radiation energy change. BSV
divides the whole image into several image blocks with the
size of the B × B pixel. The average value of each image
block’s standard variance is calculated as BSV of the image
[9]. The IQM is an information-based measure predicting
the NIIRS level of a single image. The digital image’s power
spectrum adjusts the IQM model to calculate the amount of
information in the image that is related to the NIIRS level
[10]. As a result, the change rate of the BSV value can reﬂect
the image ﬁdelity to some extent [11].
2.2. Calculation Method of BSV Value. Suppose f(i, j) size is
M ∗ N pixel that divides the image into blocks of B × B pixel,
where n is the number of blocks and is deﬁned as follows:
M
N
n �   ∗  ,
B
B

(1)

and then we calculate the gray average of the image block μ
as

μ�

1 B B
  f(i, j),
B ∗ B j�1 i�1

(2)

wherein f(i, j) is the gray value of a pixel in the ith row and
jth column in the image block. i � 1, 2, 3, . . ., B; j � 1, 2, 3, . . .,
B.
We then calculate the grayscale standard variance σ k of k
image block as
���������������������

1 B B
(3)
σk �
  [μ − f(i, j)]2 .
B ∗ B j�1 i�1
Finally, BSV value is calculated as
BSV �

nk�1 σ k
.
n

(4)

2.3. Calculation Method of BSV Value Retention Rate. We
can calculate the image’s BSV value either before processing
(BSV1) or after processing (BSV2), which can be calculated
as follows:
CR BSV � 1 −

(BSV1 − BSV2)
.
BSV1

(5)

2.4. NIIRS Value Retention Rate
2.4.1. Calculation Method of NIIRS Value. In this paper, the
NIIRS value is calculated using the IQM model to predict the
NIIRS level. The digital image’s power spectrum adjusts the
IQM model to calculate the amount of information in the
image related to the NIIRS level. Adjustments include the
addition of human’s visual system MTF, noise adjustment,
and one proportionality coeﬃcient. IQM is deﬁned as
1
IQM � 2
M

180∘



0.5

 S θ1 W(ρ)A2 (Tρ)P(ρ, θ),

(6)

θ�−180∘ ρ�0.01

where M2 is the number of pixels in the image (M × M pixel),
S(θ1 ) is the proportionality coeﬃcient of the input image,
W(ρ) is Modiﬁed Wiener Filter, A2 (Tρ) is the square of the
Human Visual System (HVS) MTF, and P(ρ, θ) is a twodimensional power spectrum.
The proportionality coeﬃcient is deﬁned as
S θ1  �

f
,
2Dq

(7)

where f is focal length, D is the distance from a remote
sensor to the ground, and q is pixel pitch. The unit of S(θ1 ) is
cycles/m.
Modiﬁed Wiener Noise Filter is deﬁned as
W(ρ) � ⎡⎢⎣

k2

2πaσ 2s exp−ρ2 /σ 2g 
1.5

2πaσ 2s exp− ρ2 /σ 2g  + k1 a2 + ρ2  |N(ρ)|

⎤⎥⎦ ,
2
(8)
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where a is the reciprocal of the average pulse width, σ 2s is the
landscape variance (bit/cycle), ρ is the radial spatial frequency (cycles/pixel), σ 2g is the variance of Gaussian MTF
with Nyquist Frequency MTF 20%, N(ρ) is noise power
spectrum, k1 and k2 are two empirical constants, for noisy
images, k1 and k2 are 51.2 and 1.5, respectively, for an image
of noise ﬁltering, and k1 and k2 are 19.2 and 1.5.
The MTF of the Human Visual System is deﬁned as
A(Tρ) � (0.2 + 0.45Tρ)exp(−0.18Tρ),

(9)

where T is a constant determined by the spatial frequency
(5.11 cycles/degree) that the Human Visual System MTF is a
peak, ρ is the normalized spatial frequency that the dimension is cycle/Pixel width, Tρ is the number of cycles per
degree corresponding to the human eye, and MTF peak is
located at ρ, that is, 20% of 0.5 cycle/pixel width (namely,
Nyquist frequency). Therefore, the T value is 51.1.
Normalized 2D power spectrum is deﬁned as


H(ρ, θ)2 
v
(10)
P(ρ, θ) �
θ � tan1− ,
2 2 ,
u
μM
where P(ρ, θ) is a two-dimensional power spectrum in polar
coordinate form, μ2 is the square of the average gray level of
the image (DC power), M2 is the number of pixels in the
image, and u and v are the spatial frequency component of
the input image.
In case of mist,
NIIRS � 1.6092 log10 IQM + 8.6849.

(11)

In case of no mist,
NIIRS � 2.2923 log10 IQM + 8.0.

(12)

Subjective quantitative measures of image quality differences include the NIIRS diﬀerence (ΔNIIRS) method,
subjective quality classiﬁcation (SQS) method, and Just
Noticeable Diﬀerence (JND). ΔNIIRS is the diﬀerence of
NIIRS between two images, which is generally indicated at
decimal levels, such as 0.1NIIRS and 0.2NIIRS. According to
the speciﬁc requirements, SQS can formulate the evaluation
method of image quality diﬀerence of 5-point or 100-point
system. JND is a psychological measure of image quality
diﬀerence and the basic unit of image quality diﬀerence.
Studies have established links between ΔNIIRS and JND.
The results suggest that 10JND is roughly equivalent to
2.5NIIRS; that is, 0.1NIIRS is equivalent to 0.4JND. The
diﬀerence of two images with ΔNIIRS less than 0.1 is unaware visually.
2.4.2. Calculation Method of NIIRS Retention Rate.
Calculate NIIRS values of images before and after compression, that is, NIIRS1 and NIIRS2.
NIIRS retention rate is used in this paper, that is,
CR_NIIRS:
CR NIIRS � 1 −

(NIIRS1 − NIIRS2)
.
NIIRS1

(13)

3. CR_CI
Combining the advantages of the IQM model and BSV, this
paper proposes a method combining the quality and ﬁdelity
of remote sensing images that can evaluate the eﬀect of
compression on remote sensing images’ information extraction performance stably and acutely.
We use the NIIRS value retention rate and BSV value
retention rate to calculate the total information retention
rate CR_CI as follows:
CR CI � CR NIIRS ∗ CR BSV.
(14)
Comprehensive information retention rate CR_CI can
characterize the retention of information extraction performance before and after image processing: the domain of
CR_CI is [0, 1]; if CR_CI � 1, it shows that the information
extraction performance of image after processing has not
changed; if CR_CI � 1, it shows that the information extraction performance of image after processing has changed.
CR_CI is smaller, indicating the loss of information extraction performance of images is larger. When remote
sensing images’ information extraction performance is of
low applicability and image information extraction performance is of low sensitivity, the calculation of comprehensive information retention rate CR_CI can combine
image quality and ﬁdelity. It has higher stability and sensitivity in information extraction performance change detection, as shown in Figure 1.

4. Preprocessing Neural Network
Figure 2 shows the overall structure design of the network.
The input image A is ﬁrst passed through the designed
neural network [12–15] and changed into a slightly changed
image A’ that is more suitable for image compression. This
slightly changed image A’ is input to a traditional encoding
framework such as JPEG2000. In the compression model,
the restored image A is obtained after encoding and
decoding.
Following Fourure et al. [10], we adopt a GridNet architecture, composed of a two-dimensional grid pattern
shown in Figure 3. Maps inside the model are connected via
computational layers [12, 14]. Data are input to the model
in the ﬁrst block (line 0), and output in the last block. In
between the input and output blocks, data ﬂow through
various paths, whether following a straight line or long
paths, which follow lines with indexes 6 � 0. Data are
processed through layers that connect blocks Xi; j. We term
the horizontal feature as connections stream, which is fully
convolutional and uses constant feature map sizes. The
model also includes residual connection, which predicts the
various dissimilarities in the input. Each green cell is a
residual block and is the steam block, which does not
change the input map’s resolution or feature maps. The red
block is the downsampling convolution unit, which
downsamples the input to a quarter of the original image
(half the length and width) and doubles the number of
channels. The yellow unit is the corresponding upsampling
deconvolution unit, which can upsample the image to four
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Figure 1: Description of algorithm ﬂow.
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Figure 2: Overall architecture design.

times the original (length and width are doubled), and the
number of channels is reduced by half. The yellow and red
blocks are no residuals. This concept’s main idea is an
adaptive way to compute how the data will ﬂow in the
computation graph.
In Figure 3, the blue part only includes downsampling
units and residual blocks, and the purple part only includes
upsampling units and residual blocks. In our practice, there
are three layers of networks vertically and six layers of
networks horizontally.
Taking the purple right half as an example, the input
Xi,j comes from Xi,j−1 and Xi+1,j (except for the bottom
module). Through this structure, the network can fully
obtain the information of images on diﬀerent scales. In
order to enable data to ﬂow in the entire network rather
than simply at the top layer, random pruning of the
network is required during training to force each layer of
the network to obtain information. In this way, each
branch can learn the information of the corresponding
scale for reconstruction.

Figure 4 describes the detailed schema of the GridBlock,
where green units specify the residual units that keep feature
map dimensions constant among the input/output block. Red
blocks are the convolutional and subsampling units, which
increase the size of feature dimensions. Yellow block represents
deconvolutional + upsampling responsible for decreasing the
feature dimensions (back to the original one to allow the
addition). Besides, trapeziums demonstrate the upsampling/
subsampling operations obtained through stridden convolutions, and the BN represents batch normalization.

5. Experimental Verification
This algorithm has been applied to the “software of Spaceborne
Remote Sensing Image Information Extraction Performance
Evaluation and Detection” and also to the compression quality
evaluation and improvement of CBERS-02B satellite, ZY-1-02C
satellite, CBERS-04 satellite, GF-1, and GF-2. The algorithm’s
eﬀect is described as taking the compression quality evaluation
and improvement experiment of the ZY-1-02C satellite.
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Figure 3: GridNet network structure.
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Figure 4: Detailed schema of a GridBlock.

We implemented the GridNet architecture in TensorFlow. We used Adam optimizer [16] to optimize our model,
which is used extensively in the existing literature [10]. The

batch size is 128 and learning is set among {0.001, 0.005, 0.01,
and 0.05}. We set the dropout rate turning oﬀ some neurons
when training the model to 0.2.
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5.1. Veriﬁcation Data Description. When a satellite remote
sensing camera image is captured, it does not know the
scene’s content in advance or its texture. The information of
images with rich texture is less redundant, and the information of images with a single texture is more redundant. In
the compression quality evaluation and improvement experiment, some images with diﬀerent texture richness for
diﬀerent surface features (such as desert, city, and waterbody) will be selected. The 8 scene images in Figure 4 are the
original images before the compression processing of XX
series A satellite, numbered image 1∼ image 8. Its pixel
resolution is 2.5 meters, and the number of quantized bits is
8. The surface features mainly cover cities, farmland, vegetation, water, and deserts.
5.2. Veriﬁcation Method Description. The compression algorithm used on the ZY-1-02C satellite is used to compress 8
images at 4 : 1 and 8 : 1. This proposed algorithm and the
existing algorithm of “forecasting NIIRS using IQM” and
“PSNR” algorithm are used to evaluate compressed images’
information extraction performance after the compression
at 4 : 1 and 8 : 1. Compare the diﬀerence between this algorithm and the existing algorithm instability and
sensitivity.
5.3. Veriﬁcation Results. Figures 5(a)–5(c) are the local interceptions of original image 1 (Hefei) before compression
and the compressed images after the compression at 4 : 1 and
8 : 1. Displayed at 0.5 mm/pixel, it can clearly show the eﬀect
of compression on ﬁne points, linear surface features, and
ﬁne texture of vegetation.
5.4. Veriﬁcation Results of the Existing Algorithms.
Table 1 is the NIIRS value of the original image and the
compressed image, Table 2 is the change value of NIIRS of
the compressed image relative to the original image, and
Table 3 is the PSNR of the compressed image.
5.5. Veriﬁcation Results of the Algorithm. Table 4 shows the
retention rate of NIIRS (CR_NIIRS) of the compressed
image relative to the original image, Table 5 shows the BSV
value of the original image’s compressed image, Table 6
shows the change of BSV in the compressed image relative to
the original image, Table 7 shows the retention rate of BSV
(CR_BSV) of the compressed image relative to the original
image, and Table 8 shows the image CR_CI proposed ﬁrstly
in this paper.
5.6. Analysis of Veriﬁcation Results. The numerical references in the following analysis are rounded to two decimal
places:
(1) It can be seen from Figure 5 that the ﬁne texture of
vegetation becomes blurring in 4 : 1 compressed images. When the compression ratio increases to 8 : 1,
the blurring degree of the ﬁne texture of vegetation in

the compressed images is aggravated and even
disappears.
(2) When using the algorithm of “forecasting NIIRS
using IQM,” the maximum change of NIIRS value at
4 : 1 compression ratio is 0.01 and at 8 : 1 compression ratio is 0.05. According to the civil NIIRS
standard, the diﬀerence of 0.01 or 0.05 cannot describe the physical change of image information
extraction performance. When the NIIRS value
drops 0∼0.2, there is no visual perception. This is
inconsistent with the visual results shown in Figures 5 and 6. This shows that the NIIRS value is
insensitive in evaluating the eﬀect of compression on
the information extraction performance of images
because NIIRS concerns image quality rather than
image ﬁdelity.
(3) When using the “PSNR” algorithm, it can be seen
from Table 3 that the mean PSNR of 4 : 1 compressed
image is 42.98 dB, in which the value of image 1 is
less than 40 dB. The mean PSNR of 8 : 1 compressed
image is 38.29 dB, which is 4.69 dB lower than 4 : 1
compressed image, in which the value of image 1 is
less than 35 dB. Generally, when the PSNR of a
compressed image is larger than 40 dB, image quality
and ﬁdelity are acceptable. If PSNR is less than 35 dB,
the image quality will drop sharply. Therefore, the
quality of 4 : 1 compression is superior to 8 : 1
compression, and the quality of compressed images
is acceptable. As shown in Table 4 and Figure 7, the
PSNR of 8 : 1 compressed images (images 2, 5, and 6)
is higher than that of 4 : 1 compressed images (image
1); that is, the range of PSNR at 4 : 1 compression is
overlapped with 8 : 1 compression. This shows that
PSNR is seriously aﬀected by the scene features of the
image. The stability of the image information extraction performance is poor when evaluating the
eﬀect of compression.
(4) This algorithm refers to the retention rate concept: It
is the retained percentage of the physical quantity,
which can clearly and intuitively represent the degree
of change of the image, rather than the change value.
The algorithm proposes a comprehensive information retention rate CR_CI for the ﬁrst time. Combining the image quality and ﬁdelity, CR_CI can
achieve the highest compression eﬃciency under the
premise of visual interpretation and quantitative
application. When using the algorithm, CR_CI falls
between 0.96 and 0.98 at 4 : 1 compression, and the
mean value is 0.97; CR_CI falls between 0.87 and 0.91
at 8 : 1 compression, and the mean value is 0.89.
Generally, when the CR_CI of the compressed image
is larger than 90%, image quality and ﬁdelity are
acceptable. CR_CI has a narrow range distribution at
the same compression ratio and no intersection at
diﬀerent compression ratios. When CR_CI tests the
changes in image information extraction performance, the change range of CR_CI is small if the
compression ratio is ﬁxed; CR_CI of 4 : 1 compressed
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5: Simulative image and compressed images (Hefei) with the compression ratio of 4 : 1 and 8 : 1 (display setup, 0.5 mm/pixel).
(a) Simulative image, (b) compressed image with the compression ratio of 4 : 1, and (c) compressed image with the compression ratio of 8 : 1.
Table 1: NIIRS values of original images and compressed images.
NIIRS value
Original image
4 : 1 compressed image
8 : 1 compressed image

Image 1
4.28
4.27
4.23

Image 2
3.07
3.06
3.04

Image 3
4.31
4.30
4.28

Image 4
3.86
3.86
3.82

Image 5
3.39
3.38
3.36

Image 6
3.47
3.47
3.45

Image 7
4.23
4.23
4.19

Image 8
4.34
4.34
4.31

Average value
3.87
3.86
3.84

Table 2: NIIRS values of compressed images change relative to NIIRS values of original images.
Changes of NIIRS value
4 : 1 compressed image
8 : 1 compressed image

Image 1
0.00507
0.04771

Image 2
0.01172
0.02518

Image 3
0.00441
0.03183

Image 4
0.00289
0.03569

Image 5
0.0121
0.035

Image 6
0.00252
0.0257

Image 7
0.00517
0.04525

Image 8
0.0021
0.03008

Average value
0.00575
0.03456

Image 7
40.04
35.12

Image 8
42.00
36.90

Average value
42.98
38.29

Image 8
0.9995
0.9931

Average value
0.9984
0.9911

Image 8
9.4
9.19
8.73

Average value
8.12
7.94
7.58

Table 3: PSNR (dB) of compressed images.
PSNR
4 : 1 compressed image
8 : 1 compressed image

Image 1
39.08
34.02

Image 2
46.75
42.96

Image 3
41.98
37.07

Image 4
42.56
37.69

Image 5
46.21
42.19

Image 6
45.21
40.40

Table 4: Compressed images CR_NIIRS relative to original images.
CR_NIIRS
4 : 1 compressed image
8 : 1 compressed image

Image 1
0.9988
0.9889

Image 2
0.9962
0.9918

Image 3
0.9990
0.9926

Image 4
0.9993
0.9908

Image 5
0.9964
0.9897

Image 6
0.9993
0.9926

Image 7
0.9988
0.9893

Table 5: BSV values (DN) of original images and compressed images.
BSV value
Original image
4 : 1 compressed image
8 : 1 compressed image

Image 1
13.21
12.96
12.44

Image 2
3.75
3.66
3.52

Image 3
9.18
8.97
8.53

Image 4
7.24
7.05
6.64

Image 5
4.3
4.21
4.01

Image 6
6.61
6.49
6.27

Image 7
11.26
10.99
10.51

Table 6: BSV values (DN) of compressed images changes relative to NIIRS values of original images.
Changes in BSV value
4 : 1 compressed image
8 : 1 compressed image

Image 1
0.25
0.77

Image 2
0.09
0.23

Image 3
0.21
0.65

Image 4
0.19
0.6

images is higher than 8 : 1 compressed images. This
suggests that the CR_CI value does not depend on
the content of the image scene. Both desert images
with single texture (high information redundancy)

Image 5
0.09
0.29

Image 6
0.12
0.34

Image 7
0.27
0.75

Image 8
0.21
0.67

Average value
0.18
0.54

and urban images with rich texture (low information
redundancy) can stably detect the decline of information extraction performance with the increase of
compression ratio. Besides, there is a diﬀerence of
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Table 7: Compressed images CR_BSV relative to original images.

CR_BSV
4 : 1 compressed image
8 : 1 compressed image

Image 1
0.9811
0.9417

Image 2
0.9760
0.9387

Image 3
0.9771
0.9292

Image 4
0.9738
0.9171

Image 5
0.9791
0.9326

Image 6
0.9818
0.9486

Image 7
0.9760
0.9334

Image 8
0.9777
0.9287

Average value
0.9778
0.9338

Image 8
0.9747
0.8896

Average value
0.9698
0.8888

Table 8: Compressed images CR_CI relative to original images.
CR_CI
4 : 1 compressed image
8 : 1 compressed image

Image 1
0.9740
0.8796

Image 2
0.9598
0.9054

Image 3
0.9710
0.8878

Image 4
0.9697
0.8715

Image 5
0.9623
0.8870

Image 6
0.9783
0.9143

Image 7
0.9688
0.8749

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f )

(g)

(h)

50

1

45

0.98

40

0.96
CR-CI

PSNR/dB

Figure 6: Uncompressed original images. (a) Image 1 Hefei. (b) Image 2 Eerduosi. (c) Image 3 Luzhou. (d) Image 4 Yueyang. (e) Image 5
Yinchuan. (f ) Image 6 Wuhan. (g) Image 7 Changchun. (h) Image 8 Zhengzhou.
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Figure 7: The comparison between the assessment result of PSNR and the result of CR_CI ((a) PSNR; (b) CR_CI).
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0.05 (5%) between the minimum CR_CI (0.96) at 4 :
1 compression and the maximum CR_CI (0.91) at 8 :
1 compression. It indicates that CR_CI has good
sensitivity in evaluating the eﬀect of compression on
image information extraction performance. The
evaluation results of this algorithm are consistent
with the visual eﬀect.
(5) Conclusion: the original compression ratio is 8 : 1 in
this experiment. With this algorithm, it is found that
the 8 : 1 compressed image cannot meet quantitative
application requirements (i.e., lower CR_CI), and
the compression ratio should be lowered to 4 : 1 or
lower. 4 : 1 compression scheme is ﬁnally used in the
project.

6. Conclusion
The lossy compression technology will produce false information and aﬀect the information extraction performance of remote sensing images. Aiming at this
phenomenon, in this paper, we present comprehensive
modeling for the characteristics of optical remote sensing
images based on the retention rate of BSV. The NIIRS
proposes a compression assessment method that combines
remote sensing image quality and ﬁdelity CR_CI with good
eﬀect. Through the compression assessment and improved
experimental veriﬁcation of multiple satellites (CBERS-02B
satellite, ZY-1-02C satellite, CBERS-04 satellite, GF-1, GF-2,
etc.), the method can stably and subtly test the changes in
information extraction performance of optical remote
sensing images. It provides strong support for optimal
compression scheme design, combines compression eﬃciency (compression ratio), image quality, and ﬁdelity, and
achieves the highest compression eﬃciency of images upon
meeting prerequisites for visual interpretation and quantitative applications.
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